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Dr. Ariel Nadel
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The space is not just a system of coordinates and relations between places, but also a form of organizing social relations. Over the past four decades, and especially since the "space transform," space is understood as a central tool for the understanding of a wide variety of political phenomena, because it not only reflects socioeconomic inequality and ethnic and racial separation, but also constitutes itself as a powerful tool for control and management of individuals and populations. In this course, we will discuss various spaces—ranging from national territory to individuals' movement in urban space—and see how these are designed by power and political means, in what ways they serve as tools of control, governance, and the exercise of power, but also for the creation of public opinion and resistance.

Grading and responsibilities:
- Full attendance and participation in lectures (20%)
- Submitting reading reports in the first semester (20%)
- Presentations in class in the second semester (20%)
- Final summary homework (40%)

Reading list:
1. What is space and politics?

2. Borders and geopolitics


Klauser, Fransisco 2016. Surveillance and Space. SAGE.
7. קולוניאליזם ופוסטקולוניאליזם

Davis, Mike, 2006. Planet of Slums. London and NY: Verso


8. מגדר וגוף


9. התנודות שלポイント


10. מรวจ אתרי והזדהון לעיר


11. הפוליטיקה של התנועה

